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What is a Cluster?

A computer cluster consists of multiple systems connected together to perform a single 
objective. The type of cluster used would depend upon what that specific objective is. There are 
3 types of clusters Load Balancing, HPC, and HA.

Load Balancing Clusters with LVS
LVS (Linux Virtual Server) cluster appears to the outside user accessing a hosted service as 
one server. However in reality the user is actually accessing two or more servers behind a pair 
of redundant LVS routers. The LVS routers distribute client requests evenly throughout the 
cluster system. Load Balancing Clusters allow administrators to use commodity hardware and 
Scientific Linux to create continuous and consistent access to all hosted services. An LVS 
cluster consists of at least two layers. The first layer is composed of similarly configured 
systems (cluster members) . One of the systems acts as the LVS router, configured to direct 
request from the internet to the cluster. The second layer consists of cluster systems called real 
servers. The real server provide the critical services to the end-user while the LVS routers 
balances the load of the servers.

HPC (High Performance Computing)
Grid Computing is applying the resources of many system in a network to a single problem at 
the same time. It is often used for a scientific or technical problem that requires a great number 
of computer processing cycles or access to large amounts of data. Grid computing requires 
software that can divide and farm out pieces of a program to as many as several thousand 
computers. Grid computing can be thought of as a distributed large-scale cluster computing and 
as a form a parallel processing.

HA-Cluster (High Availability)
High Availability clusters are groups of systems that support server applications in such a way 
as to minimize downtime. When a system hosting a particular server application fails, that 
application can be relocated to another appropriate system within the cluster. Without clustering, 
if the system were to fail the server application would be unavailable until the crashed system 
can be brought online. The HA-clustering software detects hardware/software faults and can 
restart/relocate an application without any administrator intervention.

Corosync Cluster Engine
The corosync cluster engine was designed and implemented to meet the logical needs of the 
community while also mitigating two issues.

● Technology Fragmentation

● Community Fragmentation
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Both issues are resolved by the Corosync Cluster Engine by separating cluster services from 
the core infrastructure. In turn, cluster services will have the ability to fully cooperate in making 
decisions in the cluster. Maintaining and developing the core base code falls under one open 
source group. Corosync supports a fully componentized plug-in architecture so virtually every 
component can be replaced by a different component as long as it allows for the same 
functionality.(ie...pacemaker instead of rgmanager).

Corosync Cluster Engine Architecture
Handle Database Manager – provides a reference counting database the maps 01 order a 
unique 64-bit handle identifier to a memory address.
Live Component Replacement – a plugin system used throughout Corosync Cluster Engine to 
provide real time loading of interfaces.

Object Database – provides an in-memory non persistent storage mechanism for the 
configuration engines and the service engines.

Logging System – the logging system supports complete printf style logging. Information can 
be printed to stderr, a file and/or syslog.

Timers – every service engine requires the use of timers. When a timer expires it executes a 
callback registered at timer creation time to execute software code desired by the service 
engine designer.

The Totem Stack – totem single ring ordering and membership protocol implements a totally 
ordered extended virtual synchrony model.

Configuration Engine – solves the issue of configuration independence by providing the ability 
to load an application specific configuration engine.

Interprocess Communication Manager – responsible for receipt and transmission of IPC 
requests.

Service Engine – a service engine is created by third parties to provide some form of a cluster-
wide service ie CMAN, Pacemaker.

Service Manager – the service manager is responsible for the loading and unloading of plugin 
service engines and also for routing all requests to the service engines loaded in the Corosync 
Cluster Engine

Synchronization Engine - responsible for directing the recovery of all service engines after a 
failure or addition of a processor.
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What is the Totem Protocol?
Totem is provided by openais in RHEL 5 and corosync in RHEL 6. Totem is an underlying 
protocol for providing group messaging used by Red Hat High Availability. Protocols are 
mathematically proven algorithms. Group messaging means originating (or sending) a message 
from 1 node in a cluster and all nodes delivering (or receiving) that message. Red Hat High 
Availability uses a type of messaging called closed process groups(CPG). A CPG essentially 
serves as a subscription to a channel.
Totem provides specific guarantees about a message called agreed ordering. Agreed ordering 
means that all processors agree on the ordering of messages as they are delivered to the 
nodes. Agreement on order occurs at message delivery, not message origination (sending the 
message). Note message delivery indicates delivering the message to the Red Hat High 
Availability infrastructure, while message reception means Linux delivering the message to the 
Totem software. Agreement further occurs on delivery on configuration changes (membership 
information), which in the context of Totem, identify information about the processor (cluster 
node).

Totem provides another guarantee called virtual synchrony. Virtual synchrony provides a fault 
detector mechanism to recover lost messages in the cases of faults. As an example, if there are 
3 nodes, and 1 node is delivered messages A and B, and the remaining nodes are only 
delivered A, the nodes will make different decisions and recover in different ways. Low level 
cluster infrastructure software will behave incorrectly if messages are delivered to some nodes 
but not others. This is complicated by the fact that a node can fail. At the end of configuration 
(membership) prior to a new configuration forming, all messages that can be recovered are 
recovered under virtual synchrony guarantees.

Red Hat High Availability further uses an abstraction called a Closed Process Group(CPG). It is 
called a process group because membership information, including processor identifier and 
process (Linux PID) identifier are sent to the processors during configuration changes. It is 
called closed because the internal infrastructure software must subscribe to the group via a 
named identifier (typically a character string).
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How does the Totem protocol work?
There are four states to the Totem protocol which are:

● GATHER  

● COMMIT  

● RECOVERY  

● OPERATIONAL 

When the single node starts, Totem starts the membership protocol. The membership protocol 
sends a message which includes the list of processors which are good and which are bad. 
Since there is only one processor (cluster node) known to the software and it is good, it goes in 
the good list of the membership protocol. A timer is started called the gather timer and enters 
the GATHER state. When this timer expires, the existing membership list will be checked for 
agreement by all nodes. Since there is only one node, it will agree as soon as the gather 
timeout expires. This will result in a transition to the COMMIT state.

The COMMIT state is used to commit to a specific membership. During the COMMIT state a 
COMMIT token is originated from the node with the lowest IP address. Since there is only one 
node, it will originate, and immediately be delivered to that same node. The COMMIT token 
must rotate twice to gather enough information to validate the membership. If any failure occurs 
during the COMMIT phase, the protocol enters the GATHER phase again and tries to form a 
new membership. To detect failures during the COMMIT phase a token timer is started. If the 
token timer expires before a token is delivered to that node, the processor enters the GATHER 
state.
The RECOVERY state is used to provide virtual synchrony guarantees of recovery of messages 
at the end of the configuration. During RECOVERY, a token is originated to store recovery 
messages. A token timer is started to detect failures of the RECOVERY state. If no token is 
received during the RECOVERY phase, the processor enters the COMMIT state, updating its 
list of recovered messages. During recovery every processor puts its missing messages in the 
token transmitted between nodes. The nodes that have a copy of the message will retransmit 
them. Once all messages that can be retransmitted are retransmitted, the processor will finish 
RECOVERY. Note there could be missing messages at the end of configuration because a 
processor completely failed and no processor has a copy of the message. This is called a hole 
and is the correct operation. Holes can only occur for processors that have left the configuration. 
All processors transitioning from one configuration to the next will maintain agreed order of 
messages and membership.
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Once RECOVERY is finished, the processor enters the OPERATIONAL state. In the 
OPERATIONAL state, a token is originated from the lowest IP address and is immediately 
delivered to itself. Before originating the token, a token timer is started. If a token is not received 
within the elapsed time, the processor enters the GATHER state. In the case of low message 
origination rates, the token will be slowed as not to consume too much CPU time.
The token contains a sequence number. When a processor wishes to originate a message, it 
tells Totem which forms a UDP message. The UDP message is then either multicasted, or in 
the case of udpu unicasted via UDP/IP to every node in the cluster. The sequence number is 
used to provide agreed ordering of messages and an identifier for recovery. On receipt of a 
token, the processor checks its list of received messages versus the sequence id in the token. If 
it has detected missing messages, they are added to a retransmission list. On receipt of the 
token, any messages in the retransmit list that the processor has a copy of will be retransmitted. 
Totem will not free or garbage collect messages until they have been delivered to all nodes. 
This guarantee is provided by something called the ARU (all received to) processing logic to 
ensure virtual synchrony.

With multiple nodes, the token rotates and operates in the same ways as with one node, except 
a sorted list of processors is created for the token to traverse during the COMMIT phase. All 
other operations remain the same.

The membership protocol in multi-node configurations is designed to pare down the list of 
members as they are defined as faulty. They are defined as faulty if at the end of a GATHER 
session, some processors don't know about a specific processor but others do. In the case 
where there is disagreement about a processor, it is added to a "bad" list and the GATHER 
process is attempted again. Note eventually a GATHER process could pare the list down to 1 
processor and result in single processor configurations.

Every time a multicast message is received by totem, all processors that haven't heard that 
processor before will enter GATHER and start the normal membership protocol fresh, while 
maintaining virtual synchrony.
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Cluster Daemons
cman – cluster manager, handles cluster membership, quorum

fenced – the fencing daemon, if the node is considered unresponsive cman will call fenced on 
another node to fence the errant node

modclusterd – for remote cluster management, ricci and cman talk to this agent to propagate 
configuration changes.

rgmanager - takes care of resources and resource groups keeping them highly available

ricci – used for internode communication and replaces ccsd as the daemon in charge of 
cluster.conf

oddjobd – a helper service for ricci, performs tasks asynchronously in the background, then 
reporting back to ricci after its completion.

dlm (distributed lock manager) – removes the single point of failure of a central locking service 
by distributing locking over all cluster nodes.
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Totem
Totem defines message passing in the cluster and is used by corosync. Nodes can only send 
messages when it has the token as it is passed from one node to another. A node keeps its' 
messages in memory until it gets the token back with “no ack” messages. If a node missed a 
message it can request that it be resent when it gets the token. Any node that is not alive will 
simply miss the message.

Totem Tokens
cman receives totem tokens from the nodes within the clusters CPG. The “token timeout” 
specifies in milliseconds until a token loss is declared after not receiving a token. This is the 
time spent detecting a failure of a processor in the current configuration. Reforming a new 
configuration takes about 50ms in addition to the token timeout. The default token timeout is 
10000ms.

Multicast
Corosync sends totem messages via multicast. It is crucial that the link used for multicast is 
isolated from storage traffic. Failure to do so can result in nodes being fenced (removing an 
errant node from the cluster). Your private network must support multicast and IGMP. Unicast is 
available but not recommended. The cluster software will assign a multicast ip address with 
239.192 for the first 16 bits with the last 16 bits randomly assigned. The address can be 
modified but only the last 16 bits.

Network Manager
Network Manager should be disabled on all nodes.

Network Ports
The following network ports must be open on the private network.

Corosync/CMAN 5404/UDP 5405/UDP
ricci 11111/TCP
dlm 21064/TCP
modclusterd 16861/TCP

Cluster Qurom
The majority voting algorithm is used to calculate qurom. The cluster has qurom or is “quorate” 
when there is 50+1 of the expected vote count provided by the cluster members. Each node in 
the cluster will provide at least one vote. So in a three node cluster, with the nodes providing 
one vote each, at least two of the nodes would need to be alive for the cluster to be “quorate”. If 
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the cluster is inquorate then there isn't any internode communication, so for practical purposes, 
there is no longer a cluster. When calculating quorum, if there is an integer then “round down”. 
For example, if there were 7 nodes, each providing one vote, then in order to maintain quorum, 
at least four of the nodes would need to remain alive. A cluster must maintain quorum to deal 
with split brain issues. With the 7 node cluster, without quorum, there could be a communication 
error within the cluster where three nodes are operating on the shared storage while the other 4 
nodes are also operating on it independently. Because of the communication error the two 
partial clusters would corrupt the filesystem.

Two-Node Cluster (without quorom disk)

Two node clusters without a quorum disk are a special case. As mentioned before the “majority 
voting algorithm” is used to calculate quorum. In a two node cluster with each node supplying 
one vote we could never lose one node. Since 50 + 1 of the expected vote count is needed to 
maintain quorum, the loss of one node would be enough to render the cluster inquorate. In order 
to prevent this situation the cluster is configured to not use the majority voting algorithm. This 
way, the cluster will maintain quorum with one node available. This is accomplished by 
modifying cluster.conf to include two_node=1 and expected_votes=1 in the cman tag.
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Cluster Management Utilities
clustat- The clustat command displays the status of the cluster. It shows membership 
information, quorum view, and the state of all configure user services. The clustat command 
displays cluster status only from the viewpoint of the cluster system on which it is running.

Member Status: Quorate

Member Name  ID Status
------ ----  ---- ------
node1.private.cluster11.example.com 1 Online, Local, rgmanager
node2.private.cluster11.example.com 2 Online, rgmanager
node3.private.cluster11.example.com 3 Online, rgmanager

Service Name Owner (Last) State
------- ---- ----- ------  -----
service:apache node3.private.cluster11.example.com started
service:nfsdata node3.private.cluster11.example.com started
service:public node2.private.cluster11.example.com started

cman_tool status – cman_tool status shows a detailed information about that nodes view of 
the cluster

[root@nodeY ~]# cman_tool status
Version: 6.2.0
Config Version: 126
Cluster Name: cluster11
Cluster Id: 38288
Cluster Member: Yes
Cluster Generation: 384
Membership state: Cluster-Member
Nodes: 3
Expected votes: 3
Total votes: 3
Node votes: 1
Quorum: 2
Active subsystems: 9
Flags:
Ports Bound: 0 11 177
Node name: node2.private.cluster11.example.com
Node ID: 2
Multicast addresses: 239.192.149.38
Node addresses: 172.17.11.2
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ccs - ccs allows an administrator to create, modify and view a cluster configuration file on a 
remote node through ricci or on a local filesystem. Using ccs an administrator can also start and 
stop the cluster services on one or all of the nodes in a configured cluster.
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LAB: Create a cluster

Clusters can be created/managed two ways from the cli, by either using the “ccs” utility or by 
touching cluster.conf directly. The following steps to build a two-node special case cluster. 
Every node will have a unique nodeid. Unless the id is specified manually the nodeid will be 
assigned to the node when it is added to the cluster via ccs.

Install High Availability and Resilient Storage Groups on all cluster nodes

[root@nodeY ~]# yum -y groupinstall “High Availability” “Resilient Storage”

Configure ricci on all cluster nodes

[root@nodeY ~]# echo redhat | passwd --stdin ricci
[root@nodeY ~]# chkconfig ricci on

Create cluster, add 2 nodes, and set cman tag

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -createcluster clusterx
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addnode node1.private.clusterx.example.com
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addnode node2.private.clusterx.example.com
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -setcman expected_votes=”1” two_node=”1”
[root@node1 ~]# scp /etc/cluster/cluster.conf node2:/etc/cluster/
[root@node1 ~]# chkconfig cman on
[root@node2 ~]# chkconfig cman on
[root@node1 ~]# chkconfig rgmanager on
[root@node2 ~]# chkconfig rgmanager on
[root@node1 ~]# init 6
[root@node2 ~]# init 6

Check the status of the cluster

[root@node1 ~]# clustat

Member Status: Quorate

Member Name ID Status
------ ---- ---- ------
node1.private.clusterx.example.com 1 Online, Local
node2.private.clusterx.example.com 2 Online

Add an additional node to the cluster
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[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addnode node3.private.cluster11.example.com

Remove expected_votes=1 and two_node=1 as this will no longer be a special case 2-node 
cluster

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -setcman
[root@node1 ~]# scp /etc/cluster/cluster.conf node3:/etc/cluster/
[root@node3 ~]# chkconfig cman on
[root@node3 ~]# chkconfig rgmanager on
[root@node3 ~]# init 6

NOTE: The cluster can also be created by touching cluster.conf. In order to propagate the 
cluster.conf after modifying it directly the config version number must be incremented. The 
cluster.conf file can then propagated to the other cluster nodes with cman_tool version -r. When 
using the ccs command with the sync option, you don't need to increment the config_version 
number manually. You only need to propagate the cluster.conf file to the other nodes.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<cluster config_version="4" name="cluster11">
<fence_daemon/>
<clusternodes>
<clusternode name="node1.private.cluster11.example.com" nodeid="1"/>
<clusternode name="node2.private.cluster11.example.com" nodeid="2"/>
</clusternodes>
<cman expected_votes="1" two_node="1"/>
<fencedevices/>
<rm>
<failoverdomains/>
<resources/>
</rm>
</cluster>
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FENCE RACE

In a special case two node cluster where the nodes can maintain quorum by themselves you 
could run into a phenomenon known as a fence race. Fence race happens when 
communication between the two nodes is interrupted but they can still fence each other. This 
can occur if the cluster uses fabric level fencing or the fencing device is on a separate network 
then the cluster communication. As long as one system talks to the fence device at a time this is 
not a problem. One node will win the race causing the other node to reboot and rejoin the 
cluster. In cases where there are multiple fencing devices ( especially integrated power 
management) It is possible for both nodes to issue a fencing action at the same time, causing 
both nodes to turn off. This can be prevented by implementing a fencing delay parameter to 
cluster.conf which would allow the administrator to predetermine who wins the fence race. The 
node without fencedevice delay assigned will be fenced faster. So for the node you want to 
prevent getting fenced you'll want that nodes fencedevice to have the delay attribute. An 
alternative is to implement a quorum disk as a tiebreaker. Quorum disk will be covered later in 
the course.

FENCING

Fencing is not an optional part of a cluster configuration, it is critical. As a best practice, after 
creating the cluster, fencing should be configured and tested before any additional configuration 
is added to the cluster. When a node is “fenced” it is disconnected from the clusters shared 
storage. This cuts off the I/O to the shared storage, thus ensuring data integrity. If CMAN 
determines a node has failed to respond with a totem token an internal counter starts ( 248ms * 
4 plus some overhead). Any locking activity provided by DLM is suspended. With the remaining 
nodes quorum is recalculated to determine if the cluster can still remain quorate with the amount 
votes being provided by the remaining nodes. If there are not enough votes then the cluster 
freezes and the nodes withdraw from the cluster. If there are enough votes to maintain quorum 
then CMAN calls fenced to fence the dead node. In turn fenced will notify DLM and all locks are 
blocked. The fencing agent configured in cluster.conf is called and fenced waits for the fence 
agent to exit. If the exit status is successful the recovery process will begin. If the exit status is 
unsuccessful, then if there is an additional fencing agent it is called if one is configured. 
Regardless of how many fencing agents are configured, if none succeed then fenced will start 
over.
Fenced will continue this process and “loop for forever” until the fencing succeeds during which 
the cluster is effectively hung.
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Configure Virtual Machine Fencing

NOTE: since we are using virtual machines the configuration is slightly more involved since we 
need to configure not only the cluster nodes but also the hypervisor (host system). The default 
action when the node is fenced is to reboot. Be aware that depending on the type of fencing 
agent you use the steps and required information to configure fencing will vary.

Configuring cluster nodes with ccs

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addfencedev testdev agent=fence_xvm

Configure a method for each node.

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addmethod method1 node1.private.cluster11.example.com
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addmethod method2 node2.private.cluster11.example.com
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 - -addmethod method3 node3.private.cluster11.example.com

Configure a fence instance for the cluster nodes. The “domain=” is used by the hypervisor to 
identify the vm cluster node.

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfenceinst testdev node1.private.cluster11.example.com 
method1 domain=node1
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfenceinst testdev node2.private.cluster11.example.com 
method2 domain=node2
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfenceinst testdev node3.private.cluster11.example.com 
method3 domain=node3
[root@node1 ~]# cman_tool version -r
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Configure vm fencing by touching cluster.conf

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<cluster config_version="59" name="cluster11">
<fence_daemon/>
<clusternodes>
<clusternode name="node1.private.cluster11.example.com" nodeid="1">
<fence>
<method name="method1">
<device domain="node1" name="testdev"/>
</method>
</fence>
</clusternode>
<clusternode name="node2.private.cluster11.example.com" nodeid="2">
<fence>
<method name="method2">
<device domain="node2" name="testdev"/>
</method>
</fence>
</clusternode>
<clusternode name="node3.private.cluster11.example.com" nodeid="3">
<fence>
<method name="method3">
<device domain="node3" name="testdev"/>
</method>
</fence>
</clusternode>
</clusternodes>
<cman/>
<fencedevices>
<fencedevice agent="fence_xvm" name="testdev"/>
</fencedevices>
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Configure Host for Virtual Machine Fencing
[root@desktop11 ~]# yum -y install fence-virtd fence-virtd-libvirt fence-virtd-multicast
[root@desktop11 ~]# mkdir /etc/cluster
[root@desktop11 ~]# dd if=/dev/urandom of=/etc/cluster/fence_xvm.key bs=1k count=100
[root@desktop11 ~]# scp /etc/cluster/fence_xvm.key node2:/etc/cluster/
[root@desktop11 ~]# scp /etc/cluster/fence_xvm.key node3:/etc/cluster/
[root@desktop11 ~]# fence_virtd -c

NOTE: Accept all the defaults except for the following 2 items, they should be:
Interface = private
backend module = libvirt
Once you have gone through all the prompts the file is saved as /etc/fence_virt.conf. Be aware 
that there should NOT be any whitespace between the double quotes and the value. Doing so 
can lead to non-functioning virtual machine fencing.

backends {
libvirt {
uri = "qemu:///system";
}

}

listeners {
multicast {
interface = "private";
port = "1229";
family = "ipv4";
address = "225.0.0.12";
key_file = "/etc/cluster/fence_xvm.key";
}

}

fence_virtd {
module_path = "/usr/lib64/fence-virt";
backend = "libvirt";
listener = "multicast";
}

Test to see if nodes are fenced successfully. The following command fence node2 and return 
“success” via standard output.
[root@desktop11 ~]# fence_node node2.private.cluster11.example.com
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CPG
The closed process group is a small process layer on top of the totem protocol. CPG allows for 
the sending and receiving of messages amongst nodes in a consistent order. This ordered 
delivery of messages is referred to as Virtual Synchrony.

DLM
A lock manager is a facility that controls access to resources in the cluster ie..GFS filesystem 
Without a lock manager there would be no control over access to the shared storage, and the 
nodes in the cluster would corrupt each others data. Dlm_controld runs in user space and 
receives request when a resource needs a lock and communicates with DLM in the kernel. DLM 
will create the lockspace, if it doesn’t already exists, and give it to the requester. If DLM sees a 
request for the same lockspace it is rejected. A request can be honored for that lockspace once 
the application is finished and the lock cleared. DLM guarantees ordered delivery of lock 
messages via its CPG. GFS2 uses locks from DLM to synchronize access to filesystem 
metadata. CLVM uses locks from DLM to synchronize updates to LVM volumes and volume 
groups. Also, rgmanager uses DLM to synchronize service states.

Clvmd – provides clustered lvm features which allows volume groups to be mounted on several 
nodes at the same time. Clvmd will propagate metadata changes to the entire cluster.
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LOGGING
The cluster components have their own individual logs located in /var/log/cluster. The 
component log level is set to “info” by default. However, if the need arises for more verbose 
logging the log level can be modified in cluster.conf. For example, to modify the syslog logging 
level from the default “info” to “warning” issue the following command.

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --setlogging syslog_priority=warning

To modify the loglevel for a specific cluster component such as rgmanager issue the following 
command.

[root@node1 ~]#ccs -h node1 --addlogging name=rgmanager syslog_priority=warning
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CLVM
Logical volume management (LVM) creates a layer of abstraction over physical storage, 
allowing the creation of logical storage volumes. This provides much greater flexibility in a 
number of ways than using physical storage directly, and can be employed on standalone 
systems or on clusters accessing shared storage.  However, in a cluster, some precautions 
must be taken to ensure the integrity of data stored on devices managed by LVM.
When a system first scans its storage devices for LVM physical volumes, it reads the metadata 
on any it finds and uses the device-mapper infrastructure to assemble a linear, striped, mirrored 
or snapshotted map of that physical storage.  These maps define the boundaries of each logical 
volume and thus what storage addresses can be used for data and filesystem information.  After 
the initial scan, this information may be cached in memory and used later when accessing those 
storage devices.  When multiple systems are accessing the same devices, such as in a cluster, 
it is critical that they communicate any changes made to the LVM metadata back to the other 
systems.  If one system were to change the metadata and the other system was not notified of 
this, it could lead to corruption of the LVM metadata or the data residing on the physical 
volumes.

The cluster logical volume manager is a set of extensions to LVM. These extensions allow 
clustered nodes to manage shared storage using LVM. The clvmd daemon distributes LVM 
metadata updates in the cluster and presents each cluster node with the same view of the 
logical volumes. Cluster software including the clvmd must be running and the locking type must 
be set to 3 in lvm.conf.

There are 2 options for using cluster lvm extensions, HA-LVM and Clustered LVM. If you are 
using a clustered system for failover where only a single node that accesses the storage is 
active at any one time, you should use High Availability Logical Volume Management agents 
(HA-LVM). If more than one node of your cluster will require access to your storage which is 
then shared among the active nodes, then you must use CLVM. CLVM allows a user to 
configure logical volumes on shared storage by locking access to physical storage while a 
logical volume is being configured, and uses clustered locking services to manage the shared 
storage.
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RGMANAGER
Running under CMAN (and using the DLM), rgmanager manages and provides failover 
capabilities for collections of resources called ha-services, resource groups, or resource 
trees in a cluster. These resource groups are tree-structured, and have parent-child 
dependency and inheritance relationships within each subtree.
There are many resource types provided with rgmanager; the most important being the service 
resource type. The service resource type is more or less a container resource type. It has two 
primary purposes:

● provide a link between cluster.conf and rgmanager's placement policy 
● provide ordering guarantees for children based on resource type 
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Failover Domains
A failover domain is an ordered subset of members to which a service may be bound. The 
following is a list of semantics governing the options as to how the different configuration 
options affect the behavior of a failover domain:
Prioritized – A resource group running in this domain will prefer to run on the node with the 
highest priority
Restricted – A resource group using this failover domain will be restricted to running ONLY on 
nodes part of the failover domain.
No FailBack – A resource group not fail back to a previous node running the resource group 
even if it has a higher priority.

Configure a failover domain called prefernode2 with ccs. Node2 should have the highest priority 
with node1 be the next prefered. Do not restrict to domain members only. Allow failback to a 
previous node with a high priority.
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomain prefernode2 ordered
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomainnode prefernode2 
node2.private.cluster11.example.com 1
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomainnode prefernode2 
node1.private.cluster11.example.com 2

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomainnode prefernode2 
node3.private.cluster11.example.com 3

Configure a failover domain called prefernode2 by touching cluster.conf. Node2 should have the 
highest priority with node1 be the next prefered. Do not restrict to domain members only. Allow 
failback to a previous node with a high priority.

</fencedevices>
<rm>
<failoverdomains>
<failoverdomain name="perfernode2" nofailback="0" ordered="1" restricted="0">
<failoverdomainnode name="node2.private.cluster11.example.com" priority="1"/>
<failoverdomainnode name="node1.private.cluster11.example.com" priority="2"/>
<failoverdomainnode name="node3.private.cluster11.example.com" priority="3"/>
</failoverdomain>
</failoverdomains>
<resources/>
</rm>
</cluster>
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Cluster Resources
Cluster Resources can be configured globally then added to a resource group or they can be 
configured directly in the resource group. Configuring the resources globally has the added 
advantage of easier modification of a resource group without having to take the resource group 
down. The are five service group options to consider.

Name – an arbitrary name given to the resource group

Auto Start Service – when enabled the resource group will auto start after creation and after a 
cold start of the cluster after quorum has formed.

Run Exclusive – if enabled the resource group will ONLY run on cluster nodes that aren't 
already running a resource group.

Failover Domain – the failover domain to be used for this resource group

Recovery Policy
The recovery policy is the default action rgmanager takes when a service fails on a particular 
node. There are three available options, defined in the following list.

● restart (default) - restart the service on the same node. If no other recovery policy is 
specified, this recovery policy is used. If restarting fails, rgmanager falls back to relocate 
the service. 

● relocate - Try to start the service on other node(s) in the cluster. If no other nodes 
successfully start the service, the service is then placed in the stopped state. 

● disable - Do nothing. Place the service in to the disabled state. 
● restart-disable - Attempt to restart the service, in place. Place the service in to the 

disabled state if restarting fails. 
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Resource Trees
Resources trees are a XML representation used in cluster.conf for the resource group 
configuration. The resource tree represents the attributes, parent/child, and sibling relationships. 
Rgmanager sees the resource tree as an atomic unit with all components of the tree starting on 
the same node. The rules for parent/child relationships are quite simple

● Parents are started before children 
● Children must all stop (cleanly) before a parent may be stopped 
● From these two, you could say that a child resource is dependent on its parent resource 

● In order for a resource to be considered in good health, all of its dependent children 
must also be in good health 

Some resources have a built-in start/stop ordering which is defined in 
/usr/share/cluster/service.sh
<special tag="rgmanager">
<attributes maxinstances="1"/>
<child type="lvm" start="1" stop="9"/>
<child type="fs" start="2" stop="8"/>
<child type="clusterfs" start="3" stop="7"/>
<child type="netfs" start="4" stop="6"/>
<child type="nfsexport" start="5" stop="5"/>
<child type="nfsclient" start="6" stop="4"/>
<child type="ip" start="7" stop="2"/>
<child type="smb" start="8" stop="3"/>
<child type="script" start="9" stop="1"/>
</special>
</resource-agent>

Additional considerations are required for non-typed child resources. For a non-typed child 
resource, starting order and stopping order are not explicitly specified by the Service resource. 
Instead, starting order and stopping order are determined according to the order of the child 
resource in /etc/cluster/cluster.conf. Additionally, non-typed child resources are started after all 
typed child resources and stopped before any typed child resources.
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Managing Services
Ha services can be controlled with the command line tool clusvcadm. Below is a subset of 
useful options:

-d <group> disables a resource group
-e <group> enable a resource group
-e <group> -F enable a resource group based on the failover domain for that resource group
-e <group> -m starts resource group on node specified
-r <group> -m relocate a resource group to a specified node
-R <group> restart the group in place
-Z <group> freezes the group preventing any action performed on the group
-U <group> unfreeze group
-c <group> fix a group, attempts to restart any non-critical resource in the group

Freezing a service allows for upgrades to rgmanager, CMAN, or any other software while 
minimizing down time. It is also ideal for when maintenance needs to be performed on 
resources in the resource group. For example, if you have a database and a web server in a 
single rgmanager service, you may freeze the rgmanager service, stop the database, perform 
maintenance, restart the database, and unfreeze the service. When a service is frozen, status 
checks, start operations, and stop operations are disabled.
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Troubleshooting Resource Group
If a resource group fails to start it must be disabled before it can be enabled successfully. 
Rgmanager will not start a service thats was not been shut down cleanly.

Disable a resource group
[root@node1 ~]# clusvcadm -d <resource group>

Enable a resource group
[root@node1 ~]# clusvcadm -e <resource group>

The resource group can be manually relocated to cluster nodes.
[root@node1 ~]# clusvcadm -r <resource group> -m <cluster node>
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RG_TEST
rg_test can be used to debug a failing resource group. Since there are multiple parts of 
a resource group this can make troubleshooting more difficult. The rg_test command 
with the “test” option can be used to start or stop the service allowing us to debug each 
step in the process. For more information man 8 rg_test

 
[root@node1 ~]# rg_test test /etc/cluster/cluster.conf start service nfsdata

<info> Starting NFS Server nfsme
[nfsserver] Starting NFS Server nfsme
<debug> /data/.clumanager/nfs is already bound to /var/lib/nfs/statd
[nfsserver] /data/.clumanager/nfs is already bound to /var/lib/nfs/statd
<debug> rpc.statd is already running
[nfsserver] rpc.statd is already running
<info> Starting NFS daemons
[nfsserver] Starting NFS daemons
<debug> NFS daemons are running
[nfsserver] NFS daemons are running
<info> Started NFS Server nfsme
[nfsserver] Started NFS Server nfsme
<info> Adding export: *:/data (rw,no_root_squash)
[nfsclient] Adding export: *:/data (rw,no_root_squash)
<debug> Link for eth1: Detected
[ip] Link for eth1: Detected
<info> Adding IPv4 address 172.16.11.60/24 to eth1
[ip] Adding IPv4 address 172.16.11.60/24 to eth1
<debug> Pinging addr 172.16.11.60 from dev eth1
[ip] Pinging addr 172.16.11.60 from dev eth1
<debug> Sending gratuitous ARP: 172.16.11.60 52:54:00:01:11:02 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
[ip] Sending gratuitous ARP: 172.16.11.60 52:54:00:01:11:02 brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
rdisc: no process killed
Start of nfsdata complete
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LAB: Configure apache resource group.
The apache resource group will contain three resources, ip, filesystem, and apache. Configure 
with ccs.

List available resources
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --lsserviceopts

Configure ip resource
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource ip address=172.16.11.50/24 monitor_link=yes

Configure apache resource
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource apache name=www server_root=/etc/httpd 
config_file=conf/httpd.conf shutdown_wait=3

Configure filesystem resource
[root@node1 ~]#ccs -h node1 --addresource fs name=wwwfs 
device=/dev/mapper/clusterstoragep1 \
mountpoint=/var/www/html fstype=ext4 quick_status=yes force_unmount=yes

Create the resource group
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addservice apache domain=prefernode2 recovery=relocate

Add the previously configured resources to the resource group. All of the resources are added 
as parent resources as they are type child with a predetermined start and stop order.
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice apache fs ref=wwwfs
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice apache apache ref=www
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice apache ip ref=172.16.11.50/24

Once the config file is propagated then the resource group will automatically start
[root@node1 ~]# cman_tool version -r

Verify cluster status
[root@node1 ~]# clustat
Member Status: Quorate
Member Name ID Status
------ ---- ---- ------
node1.private.cluster11.example.com 1 Online, Local, rgmanager
node2.private.cluster11.example.com 2 Online, rgmanager
node3.private.cluster11.example.com 3 Online, rgmanager
Service Name Owner (Last) State
------- ---- ----- ------ -----
service:apache node2.private.cluster11.example.com started
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LAB: Samba resource group.
The samba resource group will contain three resources, ip, filesystem, and samba server. 
Configure with ccs.

In a separate terminal, list available resource options for ip, filesystem, and samba server.
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --lsserviceopts ip
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --lsserviceopts fs
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --lsserviceopts samba

Configure a failover domain called prefernode21with ccs. Node1 should have the highest priority 
with node2 be the next prefered. Do not restrict to domain members only. Allow failback to a 
previous node with a higher priority.
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomain prefernode1 ordered
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomainnode prefernode1 
node1.private.cluster11.example.com 1
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomainnode prefernode1 
node2.private.cluster11.example.com 2

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 –addfailoverdomainnode prefernode1 
node3.private.cluster11.example.com 3

Configure ip resource
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource ip address=172.16.11.80/24 monitor_link=yes \ 
disable_rdisc=yes

Configure apache resource
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource samba name=samba_serv \ 
config_file=/etc/samba/public.conf shutdown_wait=3

Configure filesystem resource
[root@node1 ~]#ccs -h node1 --addresource fs name=sambafs 
device=/dev/mapper/clusterstoragep2 \
mountpoint=/cifs-export fstype=ext4 quick_status=yes force_unmount=yes force_fsck=yes

Create resource group
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addservice public domain=prefernode1 recovery=relocate

Add the previously configured resources to the resource group. All of the resources are added 
as parent resources as they are type child with a predetermined start and stop order.

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice public fs ref=sambafs
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice public samba ref=samba_serv
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice public ip ref=172.16.11.80/24

Once the config file is propagated then the resource group will automatically start
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[root@node1 ~]# cman_tool version -r
[root@node1 ~]# clustat

Test the fencing and relocation. Fence node1, then the resource group should relocate to node2 
since it has the second highest priority. After node1 reboots and rejoins the cluster the resource 
group should fail back to running on node1 due to its higher priority.

[root@node1 ~]# fence_node node1.private.cluster11.example.com.
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Independent Subtree
When applying a resource to a resource group the resource can be configured as an 
independent subtree (_independent_subtree=”1”) . If a status check fails rgmanager will try to 
restart the resource along with any children associated with it. If the resource wasn't configured 
as an independent subtree, instead of restarting the failed resource, the entire resource group 
would be restarted.
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NON-CRITICAL Resource
When applying a resource to a resource group the resource can be configured as a non-critical 
resource. If a resource needs to be disabled and is set as non-critical 
(_independent_subtree=”2”), then just that resource and not the entire resource group will be 
disabled.
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LAB: Configure a second ip for the apache resource group 
as a non-critical resource.

Configure the ip resource
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource ip address=172.17.11.50/24 monitor_link=on 
disable_rdisc=on sleeptime=10

Add the additional ip resource to the resource group as an independent subtree

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice apache ip __independent_subtree=2 
ref=172.17.11.50/24

Check if the additional ip has been loaded

[root@node1 ~]# ip a
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CLVM
Logical volume management (LVM) creates a layer of abstraction over physical storage, 
allowing the creation of logical storage volumes. This provides much greater flexibility in a 
number of ways than using physical storage directly, and can be employed on standalone 
systems or on clusters accessing shared storage.  However, in a cluster, some precautions 
must be taken to ensure the integrity of data stored on devices managed by LVM.
When a system first scans its storage devices for LVM physical volumes, it reads the metadata 
on any it finds and uses the device-mapper infrastructure to assemble a linear, striped, mirrored 
or snapshotted map of that physical storage.  These maps define the boundaries of each logical 
volume and thus what storage addresses can be used for data and filesystem information.  After 
the initial scan, this information may be cached in memory and used later when accessing those 
storage devices.  When multiple systems are accessing the same devices, such as in a cluster, 
it is critical that they communicate any changes made to the LVM metadata back to the other 
systems.  If one system were to change the metadata and the other system was not notified of 
this, it could lead to corruption of the LVM metadata or the data residing on the physical 
volumes.

The cluster logical volume manager is a set of extensions to LVM. These extensions allow 
clustered nodes to manage shared storage using LVM. The clvmd daemon distributes LVM 
metadata updates in the cluster and presents each cluster node with the same view of the 
logical volumes. Cluster software including the clvmd must be running and the locking type must 
be set to 3 in lvm.conf.

There are 2 options for using cluster lvm extensions, HA-LVM and Clustered LVM. If you are 
using a clustered system for failover where only a single node that accesses the storage is 
active at any one time, you should use High Availability Logical Volume Management agents 
(HA-LVM). If more than one node of your cluster will require access to your storage which is 
then shared among the active nodes, then you must use CLVM. CLVM allows a user to 
configure logical volumes on shared storage by locking access to physical storage while a 
logical volume is being configured, and uses clustered locking services to manage the shared 
storage.
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LAB: Configure HA NFS.
Ha NFS has a specific parent-child relationship that must be configured. The ip and filesystem 
are both parents. The nfserver resource is a child of the filesystem resource and the nfsclient 
resource is a child of the nfsserver resource.

Configure the ip, filesystem, nfsserver, and nfsclient resource
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource fs name=nfsfs mountpoint=/data 
device=/dev/mapper/clusterstoragep3 fstype=ext4 force_unmount=on quick_status=on
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource nfsserver name=nfs_serv
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource nfsclient name=nfs_client target="*" 
allow_recover=on fsid="512" options=rw,no_root_squash

Create the resource group
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addservice nfsdata domain=perfer_node1 recovery=relocate

Add the resources to the resource group.
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice nfsdata ip ref=172.16.11.60/24
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice nfsdata fs ref=nfsfs
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice nfsdata nfsserver ref=nfs_serv
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addsubservice nfsdata nfsclient ref=nfs_client

Adjust the parent-child relationship in cluster.conf.
[root@node1 ~]# vim /etc/cluster/cluster.conf

<ip ref="172.16.8.60/24"/>
<fs ref="nfsfs">
<nfsserver ref="nfs_serv">
<nfsclient ref="nfs_client"/>
</nfsserver>
</fs>
</service>
Increment the config_verison number then propagate the cluster.conf file to the other nodes 
.cman_tool version -r
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QUORUM DISK
A quorum disk is a shared disk or partition that provides votes and heuristics to determine a 
nodes fitness. A quorum disk operates by having the nodes in the cluster write status updates at 
a configured interval (interval = 2) to their own block of the quorum disk. If the node fails to 
update the quorum disk TKO times in a row ( TKO = 5) the node is then evicted from the cluster. 
Quorum disk are recommended to be used only if necessary as they add an extra layer of 
complexity to the cluster environment. The following are best use cases for a quorum disk.

● Two node cluster with separate networks for cluster interconnect and fencing.
● Clusters requiring last man standing functionality
● Clusters requiring the ability to give preference to the node owning the service.
● Clusters requiring the ability for nodes to join and participate 

Quorum disk also perform heuristics. Heuristics are tests that run at a specified interval on all 
cluster nodes. Quorum disk should be configured with at least one heuristic, but can have up to 
ten . Heuristics should be able to be executed with sh -c and return exit status of 0 for success 
and nonzero for failure. The heuristic is configured with an Interval, TKO, and Score. The 
interval is the amount of time in seconds to perform the test. The interval should be set high 
enough to allow the previous run of the heuristic to complete. If the heuristic does not complete 
within the interval seconds it will be assumed to have failed. If a test passes it scores a number 
of points but only if it passes TKO times in a row. Every node in the cluster will run the heuristics 
at the interval specified. The scores are then tallied and If the score is higher or equal to the 
minimum number of points defined ( or if no minimum score is specified) that node will consider 
itself healthy and will inform the other nodes by writing the score to the quorum disk.
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LAB: remove node3 from the cluster and add a quorum 
disk with one heuristic.

Stop the cluster services on node3
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node3 --stop

Remove node3 from cluster.conf
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --rmnode node3.private.cluster11.example.com

Propagate cluster.conf
[root@node1 ~]# cman_tool version -r

Format the lun for quorum disk (The partion has been create for you)
[root@node1 ~]# mkqdisk -c /dev/mapper/clusterstoragep5 -l qdisk1

Configure the quorum disk
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --setquorumd label=qdisk1

Configure one heuristic
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addheuristic program="/bin/ping -c1 -W1 172.16.7. 254" 
score="1 " tko="5"

Set the expected vote count to 3
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --setcman expected_votes=3
Propagate cluster.conf
[root@node1 ~]# cman_tool version -r
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GFS2
GFS2 is a cluster-wide filesystem that interfaces directly with the kernel's virtual filesystem 
layer. GFS2 uses distributed metadata and multiple journals. Each node can have their own 
journal so if a node fails another node can replay the journal for the failed node after the fencing 
action. GFS2 can run in a 64-bit or 32-bit environment. The 64 bit can theoretically scale to 8EB 
with a supported size of 100TB. 32-bit environments are limited to 16TB. GFS2 provides data 
sharing among GFS2 nodes in a cluster, with a single, consistent view of the file system name 
space across the GFS2 nodes. This allows processes on different nodes to share GFS2 files in 
the same way that processes on the same node can share files, with no discernible difference.

Glocks
GFS2 filesystems use glocks (cluster-wide locks) to coordinate locking for filesystem resources 
such as inodes and resource groups. Glocks combine DLM and caching into a single state 
machine. Each glock has a corresponding relationship with each DLM lock and provides 
caching for that lock state. The cache management function is implemented by DLM. When a 
process is using a GFS2 filesystem resource it locks the glock associated with the resource and 
is then identified as a “holder” of a glock. Any single glock can have a number holders that lay 
claim on that resource. Glocks remain in memory until either they are unlocked (at the request 
of another node or at the request of the VM) and there are no local users. At that point they are 
removed from the glock hash table and freed. When a glock is created, the DLM lock is not 
associated with the glock immediately. The DLM lock becomes associated with the glock upon 
the first request to the DLM, and if this request is successful then the 'I' (initial) flag will be set on 
the glock. After DLM has been associated with the glock, the DLM lock will always remain at 
least at NL (Null) lock mode until the glock is to be freed. A demotion of the DLM lock from NL to 
unlocked is always the last operation in the life of a glock.

GFS2 with CLVM
The GFS2 withdraw function is the means by which GFS2 protects itself against (additional) 
corruption if the kernel detects a critical error with the filesystem, analogous to an ext3 
filesystem going readonly. GFS2 withdraws by communicating with clvmd to replace the logical 
volume containing the affected filesystem with a device mapper error target, which will reject 
any further I/O. This only works when the device under the filesystem is a clustered logical 
volume.
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Preparation For GFS2
The following are items to consider before implementing GFS2 filesystem.

NTP configured for the cluster
CLVM configured
Cluster name
Number of nodes participating in the filesystem
Name for filesystem

GFS2 locking protocol
GFS2 has two locking protocols, lock_nolock and lock_dlm. Lock_dlm is for clustered locking 
while lock_nolock is for standalone. If a locking protocol is not selected when the filesystem is 
created then it will defaults to lock_dlm.
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LAB: Replace the samba/cifs filesystem with gfs2 with 
clvmd.

Ensure clvmd is running and set to locking type 3 on ALL cluster nodes
[root@node1 ~]# lvmconf –enable-cluster
[root@node1 ~]# chkconfig clvmd on; service clvmd start

Configure partition for lvm

[root@node1 ~]# pvcreate /dev/mapper/clusterstoragep6
[root@node1 ~]# vgcreate cluster11vg /dev/mapper/clusterstoragep6
[root@node1 ~]# lvcreate -n gfsdata -L 1G cluster11vg

Format gfs2 filesystem with 3 journals

[root@node1 ~]# mkfs.gfs2 -t cluster11:gfsdata -j 3 /dev/mapper/cluster11vg-gfsdata
[root@node1 ~]#mkdir /data

Add gfs2 to /etc/fstab
[root@node1 ~]# echo /dev/mapper/cluster11vg-gfsdata /data gfs2 _netdev 0 0 >> /etc/fstab

Create gfs2 filesystem resource

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node1 --addresource clusterfs name=gfsdata mountpoint=/data 
device=/dev/mapper/cluster11vg-gfsdata fstype=gfs2 force_unmount=on self_fence=on 
fsid=515

Replace the samba/cifs resource with a gfs2 resource.

[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node2 --rmsubservice public fs
[root@node1 ~]# ccs -h node2 --addsubservice public clusterfs ref=gfsdata
[root@node1 ~]#cman_tool version -r
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